Advanced Additive Package Delivers Superior Engine Protection for Your Car.

- **Optimizes Fuel Economy:** X-Tended Protection+™ Gasoline contains patented detergent technology that cleans up engine deposits to improve fuel economy. This saves money by allowing you to drive further with each fill up.*

- **Maximizes Power and Acceleration:** Powerful detergents clean up the entire fuel system in all engine types from carburetor to direct fuel injection engines. A cleaner engine provides you with maximum power, acceleration and performance levels.

- **Reduces Maintenance Costs:** Our X-Tended Protection+™ Gasoline cleans your engine’s combustion chambers, intake valves and injectors to help prevent common problems such as rough idle, hesitation and stalling. Less trips to the mechanic keeps more money in your pocket.

- **Provides Corrosion Protection:** Excessive moisture and rust can ruin an engine and its parts over an extended period of time. Our X-Tended Protection+™ Gasoline contains extra corrosion protection and water dispersant to prevent rust formation and control water in the fuel system.

- **Enhances Fuel Stability:** X-Tended Protection+™ Gasoline contains extra refinery grade stabilizer to protect fuel systems for over one year. Even if you don’t use your vehicle during seasonal storage, you don’t have to worry about gasoline going “stale” or bad.

*Based on clean up of injector and fuel system deposits.